Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Under the same assumptions, the temperature equation is expressed as: and Simpson, 1977; Zaneveld and Spinrad, 1980) . Table 1 provides the values we used.
172
Phytoplankton cells make use of the visible light component, also called 
176 UV radiation may also be considered, but this is a separate issue. The surface fluxes of 177 momentum and heat are calculated according to the bulk formulae of Kondo (1975) .
178
The atmospheric conditions are listed in Table 2 . The computation depth domain is 179 100 m, and the hypothetical location is set to latitude 45ºN and longitude 0º. All 
191
An individual cell is treated as a random walk particle with a prescribed swimming behavior. In this model, the i th particle at time step n with depth z ( ) will be 193 advanced by the formula:
z ( + 1) = z ( ) + +
195
where the random walk step due to turbulent mixing is z , and is the biological 196 step due to the specified swimming behavior. Each step is separated by δt in time.
197
The random step is expressed as: 
204
We applied the photoacclimation model described by Janowitz and Kamykowski linear response model with inhibition parameter 0 ≤ ≤ 1 is expressed as:
The photoinhibition parameter Y changes according to the cumulative light history of 216 the cell as:
218
where γ is the response time-scale. Although the amount of production, P, is not used in 219 the model, we provided these equations (10-12) in order to show how Y is related to the 220 production. The local fully inhibited value 0 ≤ ≤ 1 as a function of irradiance is:
222
where E b is a threshold value of inhibition.
223
We set the swimming behavior based on Spinrad (1980). See Table 1 for the values used in this study. = 0.8 case to become slightly dispersed due to the increased mixing near the surface. descending at sunset, and maintains the layer structure during the descent (Fig. 4.a) . The strong winds cause nearly the same thermal structure for both Coastal and Jerlov
393
III case ( show similar results, except the thin layer features occur at shallower depths, depending on the photoinhibition threshold (Fig. 8.b and c) .
Photoinhibition threshold E b

479
The photoinhibition threshold E b used in equation (14) showed no more temperature increase in the mixed layer. The surface mixed layer is 498 nearly a uniform temperature at 27 ºC before sunrise; then daylight heating elevates the 499 surface temperature up to 28.5 ºC toward the end of the daylight hours and enhances 500 stratification within the mixed layer (Fig. 10b) . After sunset, due to long wave heat 501 loss from the surface, convective mixing is promoted, and the depth range of uniform 22 temperature increases until sunrise. The spin up case shows a deeper surface mixed 503 layer and stronger nighttime mixing than the original condition ( Fig. 10a and b) . The
504
spin-up case also shows higher diffusivity than the original case ( Fig. 10c and d) . The 505 thin layer formation takes place at time 0.19 days, slightly after the original case, but the 506 depth of the layer remains the same (Fig. 11.c) . The peak in the layer density moves initial condition of the temperature profile does not alter the thin layer formation.
512
Random swimming
513
The cell step size is fixed to a constant value, so all cells move at the same speed.
514
Although this assumption is often applied to the step size (Yamazaki and Kamykowski, where RW s follows the Gaussian distribution N(W s ,W s 2 ). Therefore cells move at 520 variable step sizes. For the original mixed layer simulation, the thin layer formation is 521 almost identical and maintains the same layer density until the end of the daylight hours.
522
Without the variable swimming speed, all cells move downward at the given speed so 523 that the thin layer formation is not destroyed (Fig. 11.a) . On the other hand, due to the 524 random spread of swimming speeds for each particle, the variable step condition causes 525 the thin layer to spontaneously break up at night when particles all switch to downward swimming (Fig. 11 b) . The same tendency for the spin up mixed layer simulation is 527 observed for both the constant and the variable step size case (Fig. 11c,d ). Thus the The formation of thin layer takes place at time 0.17 for the original case (Fig.12a ) and at 537 time 0.2 for the spin up case (Fig.12c) . Since we defined the mixed layer depth based photoinhibition effects, and thus the layer is no longer created by the photoinhibition.
557
The effective thin layer formation based on the photoinhibition is expected roughly 558 between times 0.2 and 0.4 days.
559
The distribution of cells within the thin layer is nearly Gaussian (Fig. 12 ii) , but the 560 kurtosis is slightly less than 3 (the Gaussian kurtosis) indicating the distribution is flatter 561 than Gaussian. The thickness of the layer is nearly the same as twice the standard 562 deviation of the cell distribution. This is a reasonable approximation since the 563 distribution is nearly Gaussian.
564
Conclusions and Summary
565
The thin layer formation model is developed combining existing Lagrangian 566 approaches using realistic one-dimensional water column model (GOTM 
